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Anniversary Sale ~ Strictly Christmas and Et Cetera Trunk Show ~ New Vineyard Silk and Merino Wool
Colors ~ Stitch of the Month ~ Fiber of the Month, and more!
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Anniversary Sale Newsletter - November 2017
In this Issue: 

1. Anniversary Sale
2. Current Trunk Show: Strictly Christmas and Et Cetera Needlepoint 
3. New Vineyard Silk and Merino Wool Colors
4. Read Your Way To Better Needlepoint
5. Fiber of the Month: Boucle
6. Stitch of the Month: Jerusalem Cross

9th Anniversary Sale!
November 23rd to 27th

Rittenhouse Needlepoint is thankful for YOU - our wonderful customers!! 
Without you, we'd be all alone here with a bunch of fiber.  Help us celebrate
nine wonderful years in the needlepoint business by enjoying our Anniversary
Sale!!  The sale runs from 12:01 a.m. on Thursday, November 23rd
(Thanksgiving) through 11:59 p.m. on CyberMonday, November 27th (visit our
website during this window, or visit our shop in person during regular business
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hours on Thursday, Friday, or Saturday (we are closed Sunday and Monday --
but the interwebs are open!).  Enjoy 20% off our entire inventory!!  (No
discount on services or gift cards, however -- but our inventory certainly
includes a boatload of stuff!!)  Visit us at the shop or on our website to take
advantage of our Black Friday/Weekend/CyberMonday Sale!!
 
** Please Note We Will Be Closed December 25, 2017 through January 2,

2018**

STRICTLY CHRISTMAS 
TRUNK SHOW

 IS HERE
THROUGH END OF DECEMBER!!!!

                                      
  
For November AND DECEMBER, Rittenhouse Needlepoint welcomes many
hundreds of canvases from Strictly Christmas and Et Cetera.  Click here to see
them!!  We have MANY wonderful Stockings in with this trunk show!!!! 
This needlepoint design company was established over 40 years ago by designer
Karen McVean and now includes pieces from nearly a dozen collaborating artists,
including Ann Scott Designs, Carolyn Shore Wright, Debbie Hubbs, Laurie
Furnell, Shawn Jenkins, Rennie Marquez, Ronnie Rooney, Reuben McHugh, and
Linda Grayson.  (That is quite a collective of artists!!)  Ms. McVean strives to
provide her customers with quality hand-painted needlepoint designs in
an abundance of holiday themes. Karen feels that "all of her designs are created to
appeal to a beginning stitcher, yet provide an advanced needlepointer with
a canvas where they can use any number of creative stitches and embellishments
for a one-of-a-kind piece."  Because this trunk show features the work of several
collaborators, a wide variety of designs are available.  There are so many
canvases, we can't possibly include them all here.  Please visit the trunk show
canvases here on our website!  
 

Coming Soon:
Never too early to get psyched for our next trunk show!

Coming in January -- Maggie Needlepoint Designs

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/canvas/trunk-show.html
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/canvas/trunk-show.html
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/canvas/trunk-show.html
https://www.maggieco.com/html/main_table.html
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New Vineyard Silk and Merino Wool Colors!!
 

Vineyard Silk and Vineyard Wool have added several new greens and blues to
their lines.  The Vineyard Merino photos are shown below, but the new colors are
essentially identical in both the wool and silk lines.  To determine the
corresponding Vineyard Silk color number from the Merino Wool numbers
supplied below, simply drop the "1" -- i.e., M-1234 (Celery) in Wool corresponds
to C-234 (Celery) in Silk!  And you can always check our full inventory of
Vineyard Silk and Merino Wool colors on our website: here and here,
respectively.

M-1234: Celery

M-1235: Moss

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/silk-vineyard-classic.html
https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/vineyard-merino.html
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M-1236: Meadow

M-1237: Commodore Blue

M-1238: Insignia Blue
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M-1239: Blueberry
  

 

Read Your Way To Better Needlepoint

Rittenhouse Needlepoint offers a wide variety of needlepoint books!  If you are
looking for a gift for yourself or a friend who stitches, consider one of our
wonderful books.  Particularly if you are looking for a great gift for someone else,
it can be challenging to buy someone fiber or a canvas, as tastes in fiber and
images are so personal.  But books make a terrific universal gift!  Sometimes, it is
relaxing and enjoyable simply to flip through a needlepoint book, see new
stitches/ideas, and store them in your brain for future use -- even if you don't have
a specific current project that you're researching. For new/interesting ideas on
techniques (as opposed to stitch instructions), I recommend New Canvaswork:
Creative Techniques in Needlepoint by Jill Carter -- a book that has amazingly
creative ideas to take needlework to a stupefying new level.  
 

Fiber of the Month: Boucle
(Because we should all increase our fiber intake...)
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Rittenhouse Needlepoint offers a wide selection of Boucle fiber by EdMar. 
Boucle is a knotted rayon fiber made with a 2-ply base with two other plies
looping in and out making it a 4-ply thread.  Skeins contain 10.5 yards of fiber. 
Boucle is highly textured, which makes it great for creating dimensional effects. 
For example, one of the dark green shades creates a wonderful evergreen tree
effect.  Brown or tan hues can also be used to create fuzzy animals.  We
recommend using long straight stitches when using Boucle.  Because of the fiber's
rich texture, it will offer plenty of coverage, even with straight stitches.  

Stitch of the Month:
Straight Rice/Jerusalem Cross Stitch
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When I learned this stitch, it was taught to me as "Jerusalem Cross," but when I
poked around the interwebs, I saw that it is also known as Straight Rice Stitch. 
This is another one of those stitches that I once feared might be "too complicated
to actually use anywhere."  I learned it in a class, took the stitch instruction form
home, and wondered whether and how I might ever use it.  

Here is the little BB Needlepoint Designs ornament that last month had Leaf
Stitch on the on the background.  (That tree is over on the left.)  Now you can see
the middle tree, which has some Straight Rice Stitch/Jerusalem Cross Stitch.  Even
when working in small areas of canvas, the stitch can work beautifully.  It is also
fun to pair the stitch with Rhodes or Diamond Eyelet (which can fit into the spaces
between the Straight Rices -- see second picture below).
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Social Media
Be sure to sign up for our Facebook and

Instagram feeds to stay abreast of
Stephen's thoughts and insights. If you
don't sign up you might miss out and
with new threads, new canvases and a

new dog (you definitely don't want that)
so sign up today.

https://twitter.com/RNeedlepoint
https://www.facebook.com/rittenhouse.needlepoint/
https://www.instagram.com/rittenhouseneedlepoint/
https://www.instagram.com/
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